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To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
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Removable inner planter 
consists of rotomolded poly-
ethylene.

083
chalk

040
bronze

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Collection: With its simple, minimalist yet subtly dynamic form, available in a range of sizes and two versatile colors, 
PLANTER by Richard Frinier is the perfect complement to any DEDON furniture collection. Elegant, unobtrusive and 
generously proportioned, it looks as good indoors as it does on the patio, terrace, porch or rooftop.

Planter high XL: Designed to blend with any setting, the XL version of our high PLANTER is covered from top to bottom 
in hand-woven DEDON Fiber in a choice of chalk or bronze.
Frame: Structure is aluminum. Removable inner planter consists of rotomolded polyethylene.
Finishing: Frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber.
Characteristics: Minimalist, subtly dynamic, versatile, generously proportioned
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

PLANTER
Planter high XL

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 053050 | Weight 8 kg/18 lbs | Volume 0,17 m³/6 cu ft

cm
inch
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44
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Removable inner planter 
consists of rotomolded poly-
ethylene.

083
chalk

040
bronze

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Collection: With its simple, minimalist yet subtly dynamic form, available in a range of sizes and two versatile colors, 
PLANTER by Richard Frinier is the perfect complement to any DEDON furniture collection. Elegant, unobtrusive and 
generously proportioned, it looks as good indoors as it does on the patio, terrace, porch or rooftop.

Planter high XXL: Designed to blend with any setting, the XXL version of our high PLANTER is covered from top to 
bottom in hand-woven DEDON Fiber in a choice of chalk or bronze.
Frame: Structure is aluminum. Removable inner planter consists of rotomolded polyethylene.
Finishing: Frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber.
Characteristics: Minimalist, subtly dynamic, versatile, generously proportioned
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

PLANTER
Planter high XXL

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 053070 | Weight 10 kg/22 lbs | Volume 0,33 m³/12 cu ft
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Removable inner planter 
consists of rotomolded poly-
ethylene.

083
chalk

040
bronze

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Collection: With its simple, minimalist yet subtly dynamic form, available in a range of sizes and two versatile colors, 
PLANTER by Richard Frinier is the perfect complement to any DEDON furniture collection. Elegant, unobtrusive and 
generously proportioned, it looks as good indoors as it does on the patio, terrace, porch or rooftop.

Planter low XL: Designed to blend with any setting, the XL version of our low PLANTER is covered from top to bottom in 
hand-woven DEDON Fiber in a choice of chalk or bronze.
Frame: Structure is aluminum. Removable inner planter consists of rotomolded polyethylene.
Finishing: Frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber.
Characteristics: Minimalist, subtly dynamic, versatile, generously proportioned
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

PLANTER
Planter low XL

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 053030 | Weight 6 kg/13 lbs | Volume 0,13 m³/5 cu ft
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Removable inner planter 
consists of rotomolded poly-
ethylene.

083
chalk

040
bronze

Measurements

Fiber Standard

Collection: With its simple, minimalist yet subtly dynamic form, available in a range of sizes and two versatile colors, 
PLANTER by Richard Frinier is the perfect complement to any DEDON furniture collection. Elegant, unobtrusive and 
generously proportioned, it looks as good indoors as it does on the patio, terrace, porch or rooftop.

Planter low XXL: Designed to blend with any setting, the XXL version of our low PLANTER is covered from top to bottom 
in hand-woven DEDON Fiber in a choice of chalk or bronze.
Frame: Structure is aluminum. Removable inner planter consists of rotomolded polyethylene.
Finishing: Frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber.
Characteristics: Minimalist, subtly dynamic, versatile, generously proportioned
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

PLANTER
Planter low XXL

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 053010 | Weight 9 kg/20 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/7 cu ft

cm
inch
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